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Abstract
The study of complex problems in science and engineering today typically in-
volves large scale data, huge number of large-scale scientific breakthroughs crit-
ically depends on large multi-disciplinary and geographically-dispersed research
teams, where the high speed network becomes the integral part. To serve the on-
going bandwidth requirement and scalability of these networks, there has been a
continuous evolution of different TCPs for high speed networks. Testing these pro-
tocols on a real network would be expensive, time consuming and more over not
easily available to the researchers worldwide. Network simulation is well accepted
and widely used method for performance evaluation, it is well known that packet-
based simulators like NS2 and Opnet are not adequate in high speed also in large
scale networks because of its inherent bottlenecks in terms of message overhead
and execution time. In that case model based approach with the help of a set of
coupled differential equations is preferred for simulations. This dissertation is fo-
cused on the key challenges on research and development of TCPs on high-speed
network. To address these issues/challenges this thesis has three objectives: design
an analytical simulation methodology; model behaviors of high speed networks
and other components including TCP flows and queue using the analytical sim-
ulation method; analyze them and explore impacts and interrelationship among
them. To decrease the simulation time and speed up the process of testing and
development of high speed TCP, we present a scalable simulation methodology
for high speed network. We present the fluid model equations for various high-
speed TCP variants. With the help of these fluid model equations, the behavior
of high-speed TCP variants under various scenarios and its effect on queue size
variations are presented. High speed network is not feasible unless we understand
xi
effect of bottleneck buffer size on performance of these high-speed TCP variants.
A fluid model is introduced to accommodate the new observations of synchroniza-
tion and de-synchronization phenomena of packet losses at bottleneck link and
a microscopic analysis is presented on different buffer sizes at drop-tail queuing
scheme. The proposed model based methods promotes principal understanding of
the future heterogeneous networks and accelerates protocol developments.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last twenty years, the discipline of high-speed networking has seen an
emergence and melding into the mainstream of network research as a mature field.
It is hard to define what is high-speed network, because with time as technology
grows the definition changes. With the evolution of switching rates of electronic
and photonic components, and the current high-speed network domain revolves
around bandwidth of the order of 10Gbps. High bandwidth plays an important
role in the aggregation of vast numbers of high-performance interapplication flows.
High-speed networking consists not only of the quest for high bandwidth, but also
for low latency and in the ability to cope with high bandwidth delay product paths.
Building of high speed network serves following goals:
1. To build a high-performance network infrastructure to support the distributed
applications that need it.
2. The network and end systems must provide a low-latency high-bandwidth path
between applications to support low interapplication delay.
Modern society is becoming increasingly dependent on high-speed communication
networks for instant access to information. People now make banking transac-
tions, monitor news and weather, play interactive games, listen to music, and
watch real-time video and sports over the Internet. High- speed broadband ac-
cess is required to facilitate many of the above applications. Similarly, scientific
experiments have now become more dependent on high-speed networks as they
move towards the paradigm of distributed computing. As an example, large data
sets such as DNA information of micro-organisms may be transferred from remote
1
data warehouses to a computation facility over a backbone grid network (lambda
grid) where the data is processed, visualized, and delivered to the scientist. The
next generation large-scale scientific breakthroughs critically depend on large mul-
tidisciplinary and geographically dispersed research teams, wherein the network
has become an integral part of the science infrastructure much like the super-
computers and experimental facilities. Such large-scale science projects span the
disciplinary spectrum including high energy physics, climate computations, fusion
energy, genomics, astrophysics, spallation neutron source, and searching for gravi-
tational waves. The inherent characteristics of these projects are (i) huge amount
of data more than Peta bytes (1,000,000 Giga bytes) and (ii) distributed resources,
such as data, computations, personnel, and experimental facilities. Therefore, their
successes critically depend on effective utilization of high speed networks which will
make revolutionary advances in network technologies for tasks such as Peta-byte
data transfer, remote control / visualization, and Grid computing over 10 100
Gbps (Giga bits per second) high speed optical networks. As shown in Figure 1.1
LONI is used for several application scenario. To realize these tasks in high speed
network, major research initiatives, such as NLR (National Lambda Rail) [1], LONI
(Louisiana Optical Networks Initiative) [2], etc., have been launched to construct
high speed optical networks of which bandwidth is more than several 10 Gbps.
By the virtue of DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing) technology
at link layer, a pair of optical fiber can transmit 30-40 simultaneous light waves of
which transmission bandwidth is 10 Gbps so that we can achieve up to 400 Gbps
of bandwidth at each physical link. Research Issues: Although the DWDM tech-
nology can provide up to 400 Gbps physical link speed, the end-to-end transport
technology, which delivers data from source to destination through multiple links, is
not full-grown. As deployed network bandwidth increased, and fast packet switch
2
FIGURE 1.1. Various Application utilizing LONI Network
prototypes were built, it was recognised that the bottleneck in end-to-end com-
munication was moving to the edges of the network. While fast packet switching
research suggested that this was feasible in the network, delivering this bandwidth
end-to-end is more challenging. Protocol processing was constraining distributed
processing, and it was commonly thought that the key bottleneck lay in the trans-
port protocols. This resulted in significant debate between the advocates of new
transport protocols. Reliablity mechanism makes the TCP a great choice for data
communication. Hence, to meet the demand for high speed network, there have
been several initiatives for TCP development.
The widely deployed transport protocol, TCP (Transmission Control Protocol),
does not scale to the unprecedented high speed optical bandwidth. Due to the
AIMD (Additive Increase and Multiplicative Decrease) mechanism, TCP utilizes
far less than 5Gbps of available bandwidth of networks as shown. Furthermore,
the utilization is getting lower as the physical link bandwidth is getting higher.
As a result of this low utilization, although researchers obtain the high speed
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networks to transfer a large size of data, they cannot enjoy the benefit of the
advanced networks. Therefore it is necessary to develop new transport protocols
which researchers plan to utilize large bandwidth of high speed networks with.
To develop new transport protocols, developers need to predict the behavior of
protocols and evaluate the performance of them using (1) network simulators, such
as OPNET and NS2 [3] , or (2) real high speed optical networks. An experiment
over real high speed networks requires a large amount of overheads, such as a long
period of connection setup, high-end workstations having a high speed CPU and
a large size of memory, and expensive network equipments, such as optical fibers,
switches and routers. Therefore, test-beds for high speed networks are still scare
and expensive resources to the protocol developers.
A cost-effective way is to use mathematical models to simulate the behaviour of
these protocols in different scenarious before they deploy a developed and verified
protocol. In general, network simulators use a discrete event simulation method
representing all packets, which are produced by all nodes, with discrete events. If
the bandwidth of networks is below than 1 Gbps, the number of packets produced
during simulation is reasonable to be handled by a workstation. However, as the
bandwidth of networks increases, the number of packets or events also increases. For
example, a network has 10 TCP flows of which each consists of five 10 Gbps optical
links producing 1,000,000 packets for one second and five routers. To simulate
the network for 1,000 seconds, a general discrete event simulator needs to handle
50,000,000,000 packets which require more than a few weeks of simulation time
at a general workstation. Therefore it is necessary to develop a new simulation
method which takes less amount of simulation time. This dessertation is focussed
on model based analaysis of some issues related to the development of future high
speed networks.
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This dissertation begins by introducing high speed network and the related ap-
plications in chapter 2. In chapter 2, related problems and challenges to high-speed
network is also discussed.
Due to the large bandwidth that produces huge numbers of packets, current used
packet-based simulation are in adequate. For example, a link of 10Gbps bandwidth
creates a series of one billion packets during a simulation period even though there
are only two nodes in the network. Instead of emulating the behavior of succes-
sive packets, this proposal will model a stream of packets though using stochastic
differential equations. To solve a set of equations numerically, we propose a time
dependent numerical method that adaptively determines the size of the next step
using on previous results. Therefore, the proposed method will also be scalable with
respect to the bandwidth of high speed optical networks. In chapter 3, we study
the simulation of these networks and challenges related to that domain. Simulation
of high bandwidth of the order of 10Gbps.
In chapter 4, we present the fluid model equations for various high-speed TCP
variants. With the help of these equations we perform a flow level evaluation of
various high speed TCP proposals using fluid flow models. This evaluation concerns
following simple scenario
• The behavior of high-speed TCP variants under single flow case and its effect
of queue size variations.
• Convergence under different environment will be tested to see how quickly a
protocol converges to the stable state.
Although we presented a very limited and simple evaluation of these TCP vari-
ants, the fluid model developed in this chapter would allow one to estimate the
throughput obtained by each individual flow under the competition rules imposed
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by various TCPs, and also the fluctuations of this throughput, from the sole knowl-
edge of the route and the RTT of each flow, and the characteristics of each router
and link (buffer size, link capacity etc.) in the network. Convergence under dif-
ferent environment will be tested to see how quickly a protocol converges to the
stable state.
Bottleneck buffer is a very important network component in packet based data
communication network. High-speed network is not feasible unless we understand
the role of bottleneck buffer on performance of these high-speed TCP variants.
Previous work is more focussed on stochastic nature of the traffic where main figure
of merit is throughput, fairness, delay etc. These models have some assumption
that may vary for different congestion control schemes. A little to no work has been
done on what goes on at the bottleneck buffer. Chapter 5 is focussed on the new
perspective of congestion at bottleneck buffer, where different tcp flows interact. A
fluid model is introduced to accommodate the new observations and a microscopic
analys is presented on different buffer sizes at drop-tail queuing scheme.
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Chapter 2
High-Speed Network
2.1 Introduction
The next generation of large-scale scientific breakthroughs critically depend on
large multi-disciplinary and geographically-dispersed research teams, where the
network becomes an integral part of the science infrastructure much like the su-
percomputers and experimental facilities [4, 5, 6]. Such large-scale science projects
span the disciplinary spectrum, including high energy physics, climate simula-
tion, fusion, genomics, astrophysics, spallation neutron source, and searching for
gravitational waves. The inherent characteristics of these projects [7] are (i) huge
amounts of data – more than Peta bytes (1,000,000 Giga bytes) and (ii) dis-
tributed resources, such as data, computation, personnel, and experimental fa-
cilities. Such large-scale science projects span the disciplinary spectrum, including
high energy physics, climate simulation, fusion, genomics, astrophysics, spallation
neutron source, and searching for gravitational waves. The inherent characteristics
of these projects [8] are (i) huge amounts of data (more than Peta bytes) and
(ii) distributed resources, such as data, computation, personnel, and experimen-
tal facilities. Therefore, the successes of the projects critically depend on effective
utilization of high speed networks which enable Peta-byte data transfer, remote
control / visualization, and Grid computing over 10 Gbps to 100 Gbps (Giga bits
per second) of lightpaths. To realize these tasks in high speed networks, major
research initiatives, such as NLR (National LambdaRail) [1], LONI [2] (Louisiana
Optical Network Initiative), etc., have been launched to construct high speed op-
tical networks with bandwidth of more than several 10 Gbps. Indeed tomorrow’s
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computing paradigm will be dependent on high-speed networks, and reliable trans-
fer of data across the Internet will become an important need. TCP [9] is the
predominant protocol for data transfer on the Internet as it offers a reliable end-
to-end byte stream transport service. Emerging optical networking technologies
provide fast, cheap and variable capacity bandwidth links to be setup in millisec-
onds allowing data-driven virtual circuits to be created. Congestion control is an
important component of a transport protocol in a packet-switched shared network.
Most congestion control algorithms for the widely used connection oriented TCP
are responsible for detecting congestion and reacting to overloads in the internet.
Therefore, these algorithms are proved to be the key to the internet’s operational
success. However, as link capacity grows to support the multi Gigabits per seconds
(Gbps) transmission rates and emergence of new Internet applications with high
bandwidth demand, TCP’s performance proves to be unsatisfactory, especially on
high-speed and long distance networks. The main reason for this is the conservative
behavior of TCP in adjusting its congestion window governing the transmission
rates of senders [10]. The purpose of this thesis is to recognize the issues associated
with high-speed network. In the next sections, we give the overview of emerging
applications, network technology, and high-speed transfer protocols.
We discuss emerging applications that need high speed networks in next section
(credit goes to the original author [11]) in next section.
2.2 Emerging Applications
2.2.1 End-User Applications
Today, there is the trend of deploying converged services on a single network to
the end user. Many service providers provide triple play, an integration of (i) Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) to support telephone services, (ii) Video-on-Demand
(VoD) and IP Television (IPTV), and (iii) Internet services, in a single bundle. The
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idea is to allow users the flexibility to choose any service they desire at any time
from the service provider. Moreover, the availability of converged services is ex-
pected to promote competition among different content providers, and thereby
deliver enhanced services and new applications to the users. An open access model
is one such idea to promote a neutralinternet, which we will discuss later in this
dissertation.. Triple play has been growing very popular and is already deployed by
service providers in many countries such as Japan and Korea. The United States
is lagging far behind in triple play deployment. However, the momentum is ex-
pected to shift soon. The Yankee Research group estimates that Triple Play will
be a 145 billion market for service providers worldwide by 2009 [12]. Triple play is
expected to revolutionize applications that users, such as you and I, will use. As
an example, let us consider a family which avails triple play. In the evening, the
father may be watching a sports HDTV channel. The mother may be talking over
the video phone. The children might be attend- ing interactive classroom courses
on-line or playing on-line interactive games. There are two main challenges to
facilitate the above: (i) how to deliver higher bandwidth to the home over a broad-
band access network, and (ii) how to deliver advanced Quality of Service (QoS)
that may be required by different applications. If we consider the above family,
the peak bandwidth demand may be as much as 100 Mbps. Optical fiber based
technologies for broadband access such as the Passive Optical Network (PON) and
Wavelength-Division Multiplexed PON (WDM-PON) may deliver such bandwidth
requirements to many such residential subscribers simultaneously. However, it is
not sufficient to provide raw bandwidth. Different services have different QoS re-
quirements. For example, voice requires low bandwidth but very low packet loss,
low latency and jitter. Video can tolerate some packet loss but not latency and
jitter. Internet traffic is mostly best effort, and can therefore allow packet losses
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which can be recovered through retransmissions, and thereby less stringent delay
and jitter require- ments. It is clear that delivering different services with different
requirements from the network over the same network pipe is a major challenge.
2.2.2 Remote Visualization
Next-generation supercomputers hold an enormous promise for meeting the de-
mands of a number of large-scale scientific computations from fields as diverse as
earth science, climate modeling, as- trophysics, fusion-energy science, molecular
dynamics, nano-scale material science, and genomics. A specific example is the
large-scale computer modeling of earthquake-induced ground motion in large het-
erogeneous basins and the analysis of soil-structure interactions, which can improve
our understanding of an earthquake and reduce its risk to the general population.
The simulation results can guide the development of more rational seismic provi-
sions for building codes, leading to safer, more-efcient, and economical structures
in earthquake-prone regions. However, a complete quan- titative understanding of
strong ground motion in large basins requires simultaneous consideration of 3D
effects of the earthquake source, propagation path of seismic waves, and local site
condi- tions. The large scale associated with such a modeling places enormous
demands on computational resources. Consequently, a serious challenge they face
is visualizing the output of these very large, highly- unstructured simulations at
remote computational sites. The current practice is to save the data at a mass stor-
age device at the supercomputer facility and to transfer the data to a visualization
cluster at the facility for batch-mode data analysis and visualization. Interactive
browsing and exploration of the data over wide-area networks on the scientists
remote desktop computer is still not possi- ble. Thus, such a desirable remote
visualization capability requires not only advanced visualization technologies but
also substantial network and end-system support. Interactive rendering of time-
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dependent unstructured hexahedral datasets with 108 - 109 elements (anticipated
to grow to over 109 in the next several years) demonstrates the volume of data
which may need to be transferred. In particular, what makes time-varying volume
data visualization hard is the need to constantly transfer each time step of the
data, while concurrently carrying out the rendering calculations. High speed net-
work is used for an end-to-end data transfer for remote visualization of a terascale
earthquake simulation generated by the supercomputer, with the visualization per-
formed at a remote desktop computer. Whenever the scientist at the remote site
requests for visualization data, a dedicated circuit is established on demand. Data
is transferred from the su- percomputing host to the remote host, and is simulta-
neously processed. Thus, remote visualization imposes the signicant challenge of
transferring high volumes of data to a remote site on demand.
2.2.3 Aggregation of Data from Distributed Data
Repositories
Today, scientists have the complete DNA sequences of genomes for many organ-
isms from microbes to plants to humans. The goal of the DOE Genomes-To-Life
(GTL) Program [13, 14] is to use these se- quences as starting points to systemat-
ically answer questions related to the fundamental underlying processes of living
systems. To support the plethora of system-level biological analysis, it will be nec-
essary to form inter- disciplinary centers consisting of experts located at various
academic, government, and industry research labs in different geographical loca-
tions. The data related to different aspects of a biolog- ical system will be collected,
processed, analyzed, and stored at different geographical locations. This data must
be cooperatively accessed and analyzed by teams of experts at a remote site. Thus,
data must be transferred from different bio-databases to the remote computational
engine quickly, efficiiently, and in real time.
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FIGURE 2.1. Data aggregation using Lambda grids
Figure 2.1 shows the various components for aggregation of data from distributed
databases for computational processing at a remote site. Whenever a computation
is required, the data sets and the corresponding databases must be first identi-
fied. The sizes of such data sets may range from tens of Gigabytes to Petabytes.
Dedicated circuits must then be established from each of these databases to the
remote site. Data is then transferred from each of these databases, and hence the
receiving host receives data from multiple connections simultaneously. Transfer of
such high volumes of data from distributed sites to a remote computational engine
poses new and significant challenges.
2.3 High-Speed TCP Variants for High-Speed
Network
High-Speed TCP [15] aims at improving the loss recovery time of standard TCP by
changing standard TCP’s AIMD algorithm. This modified algorithm would only
take effect with higher congestion windows. The modified High-Speed AIMD algo-
rithm is as follows: on the receipt of an acknowledgement,
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FIGURE 2.2. Different networks
w = w + a(w)/w; higher ’w’ gives higher a(w)
and in response to a congestion event,
w = (1− b(w)) ∗ w; higher ’w’ gives lower b(w)
The increase and decrease parameters vary based on the current value of the con-
gestion window. For the same packet size and RTT, a steady state throughput of
10 Gbps can be achieved with a packet drop rate at most once every 12 seconds
Scalable TCP [16] was developed by researchers at Cambridge University. It
modifies the AIMD algorithm of TCP such that the increase after the drop is ex-
ponential instead of linear as in TCP. Scalable TCP takes the approach that the
MD factor should always be 0.125 (reduce window by 1/8 on congestion events).
Also, instead of doing an additive increase, it does a multiplicative increase be-
yond a certain threshold. The multiplicative increase is of 5 percent of the current
congestion window. This MIMD nature of STCP has the effect of forcing TCP to
always recover in a small number of RTTs. Another noticeable factor of STCP
is that the recovery time after a congestion event is independent of the current
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window size. Scalable-TCP modifies the TCP cwnd as follows: In case of an Ack:
w = w + a On congestion event: w = b ∗ w Suggested values for the parameters
.a. and .b. are 0.01 and 0.875, respectively. To make STCP suitable for low speed
networks, it behaves like standard TCP when the congestion window is less than a
threshold, low window, but when the congestion window value increases from this
threshold; Scalable-TCP’s MIMD update rules are applied.
Binary Increase Congestion TCP (BIC-TCP) [17] and CUBIC [18] have been
developed by a team at North Carolina State University (NCSU). From kernel
2.6.15, BIC TCP has replaced TCP Reno as the default protocol in Linux. BIC
TCP uses the concept of Binary Search Increase along with Additive Increase to
either increase or decrease the value of the congestion window. Their main idea is
to view the congestion control as a searching problem and depending on whether or
not an acknowledgement is received they keep changing the .target. window size. In
case of a packet loss, BIC TCP reduces the congestion window by a multiplicative
factor (minimum) and then performs a binary search between minimum and the
value of the congestion window at the time of loss. In case the congestion window
grows past the current maximum, it performs .max probing. to search for a new
maximum window size. As from the developer of BIC-TCP it has following key
features. It can scale its bandwidth share to 10Gbits/s around 3.5e-8 loss rates. For
large windows, its RTT unfairness is proportional to the RTT ratio as in AIMD
TCP Friendliness: It achieves a bounded TCP fairness for all window sizes. Around
high loss rates where TCP performs well, its TCP friendliness is comparable to
STCP’s whose friendliness is comparatively better compared to other protocols.
Compared to HSTCP and STCP, it achieves better bandwidth fairness over various
time scales and faster convergence to a fair share. CUBIC that is a modification
of BIC-TCP, improves the fairness of BIC TCP. BIC TCP uses the binary search
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increase strategy for the congestion window whereas CUBIC has a cubic window
increase functions. Also CUBIC takes the time of the last congestion event into
account rather than the congestion window value.
Hamilton-TCP (H-TCP) [19] maintains its fairness by using RTT-scaling. The
congestion window value is increased based on the time between successive con-
gestion events and also the ratio of the minimum RTT observed to the maximum
RTT observed. At a loss event, Hamilton TCP adopts an adaptive back-off strat-
egy and reduces its congestion window based on the ratio. If the time elapsed from
the last congestion event is lower than a threshold the protocol behaves like a
NewReno TCP and uses a quadratic increment factor otherwise. The decrement
factor is set dynamically considering that the full link utilization is achieved when
the bottleneck buffer does not remain empty for a long period.
FAST TCP [20] is a modified version of TCP Vegas [21][22]. TCP Vegas does
not involve any changes to TCP specification. It is merely an alternative imple-
mentation of TCP and all the changes are confined to the sending side. In contrast
to the standard TCP, which uses packet loss as the measure of congestion, Vegas
source anticipates the onset of congestion by monitoring the difference between the
rate it is expecting to see and the rate it is actually realizing. Vegas’s strategy is to
adjust the source.s sending rate in an attempt to keep a small number of packets
buffered in the routers along the path. FAST TCP aims to adjust source.s sending
rate so that link resource is shared fairly by all TCP connections and congestion
is avoided with maximum link utilization. Fast TCP totally discards fundamental
mechanisms in TCP such as slow start, AIMD and congestion avoidance. Instead,
its objective is achieved by implementing two control mechanisms. One is imple-
mented at the source to adjust the send rate dynamically based on an equation
and another one is to obtain a congestion measure based on the aggregate flow
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rate on a link. FAST TCP uses windowing mechanism to control the send rate
at the source. FAST TCP is improved based on a prime-dual model where TCP
protocol is modeled by a nonlinear closed-feedback and time-delay control system.
It employs an equation based congestion control mechanism. By properly choosing
the equation, FAST TCP can achieve its objective for high performance, stability
and fairness in general networks.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 3, the scalable method
for simulation of high-speed network is introduced. First, the motivation and the
problem associated with high-speed network simulations are discussed. We compare
the results with original fluid-based simulation method.
Chapter 4 is focused on evaluation of modern high-speed network transfer control
protocols. First, the methodology is discussed, then we develop a fluid flow model
in the form of differential equation for these protocols.
In chapter 5, we present a fluid model to adopt the idea of loss synchroniza-
tion and de-synchronization on high speed network. An analysis is presented on
interplay of congestion control schemes and different buffer sizes.
In Chapter 6, we discuss the contribution of our work and possible future direc-
tion of further work.
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Chapter 3
A Scalable Method for High-Speed
Network Simulation
3.1 Introduction
Recently, size and bandwidth of computer networks has seen tremendous growth.
Introduction of opto-electronic technology enabled high speed links for the net-
work. With this growth there has been a demand for fair and efficient protocol to
exploit these improvements in high speed computer networks [1, 2]. Some protocol
solutions have been proposed to satisfy the high speed requirement by researchers
namely Fast TCP [20], HSTCP [15], S-TCP [23], BIC-TCP [17], HAMILTON-
TCP [19] on high speed networks. Development of these high speed protocols posed
a challenge to evaluate these protocols in fair environment. Network simulation is
well accepted and widely used and a much simpler way of performance evalua-
tion of different protocols. Also, It is well known that packet-based simulators like
NS2 [3] and Opnet [24] cannot be used in the case of large simulations [25] be-
cause of its inherent bottlenecks in terms of message overhead and CPU execution
time. Among the main research direction in the simulation of TCP/IP networks,
we would quote parallel simulation projects, such as SSFnet [26] and emulation
projects such as NistNet [27]. The requirement of cpu-time and memory increase
with the increase of bandwidth as well as the network size. As we show, NS2
simulator is inadequate in terms of computational complexity and resources and
thus we need new simulators to be modeled in a different way to deal with these
problems.
Fluid simulation (through approximation of fluid dynamics) came up with an an
alternative way for the simulation of TCP/IP networks. The fluid level simulation
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is based on a path wise description of the dynamics of the interaction between flows
which takes into account discrete event phenomena that are of central importance
for drop-tail queues at routers and links, such as congestion epochs, losses, syn-
chronization of sources etc. It also allows us to analyze congestion window behavior
and queue dynamics. Although it satisfies the simulation of large number of flows
with low bandwidth, the current method is still far behind the high speed networks
which involves less number of flows. For the AQM (Active Queue Management)
policies, the packet delay corresponding to each packet is very much dependent
on the bottle-neck queue attached to that link. For example, a single packet in
the case of 1Mb bandwidth has a queue delay of 8ms irrespective of the queuing
management policies. As the bandwidth increases to 100Mbps this queuing delay
is decreased to 0.08ms sec. When dealing with this queuing delay for each packet,
we have to decrease the time step for the evaluation of protocol behavior. To record
the packet delay and the corresponding packet drop for a short period of time in
TCP, we have to decrease the time step which in turn increases the execution time
of the entire simulation. In the previous effort, researchers have tried to use the
topology to improve the simulation time. In [28], only congested queues have been
simulated with the help of network topology information, but they did not explore
the nature of the system. In the case of high speed networks (of the order of Gbps),
an ideal scenario includes lesser number of high speed flows. To find out the queue
behavior in such a scenario, we need to exploit the system behavior along with the
topology. Hence in the current work, we are using the input/output structure of
the fluid model for the execution time reduction.
The chapter is organized as follows: in section 3.2, we discuss the motivation
and challenges in this area. Section 3.3 gives a brief overview of related work. In
section 3.4, we discuss a simple system model and idea behind this work. Section
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FIGURE 3.1. Scalability as a Function of Network Bandwidth: Packet-Based Simulation
Result from NS2 Simulator and Model-Based Simulation Result from a Fluid Level
Simulator Using a Numerical Method, such as Euler Method.
3.5 introduces a general framework proposed by us. In section 3.6 , the performance
results and the validity of the proposed fluid simulator are mentioned. Section 3.7
presents the conclusion and the possible future research direction in this area.
3.2 Motivation
3.2.1 Problem
Nowadays, there have been several research initiatives which develop and deploy
high speed networks over major research institutions. These networks, such as NLR
(National Lambda Rail) [1], LONI (Louisiana Optical Networks Initiative) [2], etc
have bandwidths greater than 10 Gbps. By the virtue of DWDM (Dense Wave-
length Division Multiplexing) technology [29] at link layer, a pair of optical fiber
can transmit 30-40 simultaneous light waves of which transmission bandwidth is
10 Gbps so that we can achieve up to 400 Gbps of bandwidth at each physical link.
To catch up with those large bandwidths at the physical layer, many researchers
have developed protocols at higher layers, such as transport and network layers.
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To develop those protocols, it is necessary to simulate the behavior of networks
in order to evaluate the performance before implementing and deploying networks.
Until now, development of small or mid-scale networks of which bandwidth is less
than 1 Gbps has been supported by a packet-based simulation which emulates
detailed behaviors of packets or queuing theory. However, as the scale of networks
increases, the execution time of the packet-based simulation methods increases
exponentially due to large number of packets to process. To overcome the scalability
problem, we need to develop a new model-based simulation framework which takes
less amount of simulation time and uses parallel computation. For the model-based
simulation, we can use an approach based on fluid dynamics which represents a
behavior of an individual flow in networks.
Figure 3.1 shows the execution time between the two simulation methods as a
function of network bandwidth. The packet-based simulation experiences an expo-
nential increase in its execution time as its bandwidth expands more than 1Gbps.
However, in a fluid-based simulator, for bandwidths less than 10Gbps, the execu-
tion time is still reasonable.
Therefore, in this paper, we develop a fluid-based simulation method which pre-
dicts the behavior of transport and routing protocols over high speed networks within
less amount of execution time.
3.2.2 Challenge
As shown in Figure 3.1, the execution time of fluid-based simulation is reasonably
below that of packet-based simulation. However, its execution time is still more
than several hours. Furthermore, the execution time will increase as more number
of flows are getting involved in simulation. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
a new fluid-based simulator which is scalable to the size of networks as well as
network bandwidth.
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In general, the fluid-based simulation method solves a set of Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODE) which represent the dynamic behaviors of flows in networks using
numerical methods, such as Euler method and Runge-Kutta method [30]. When
the numerical methods solve a set of ODE, they use a time step-size, h, which is
a step-size of a solution for Equation 3.1,
dy(t)
dt
= f(t, y(t)) (3.1)
to obtain a numerical estimate yk+1 of the Euler method.
yk+1 = yk + h ∗ f(t, yn) (3.2)
The numerical solver for a set of ODE is a time-stepped fluid-based network sim-
ulator. The accuracy of a solution is determined by the time step-size, h, and the
network bandwidth because higher bandwidth creates more finer events in terms
of time, such as packet departures and arrivals at nodes. For example, to repre-
sent the behavior of flows going through a link below 100 Mbps which roughly
transmits 104 packets per second1, 10−4 second of time step-size is a minimum
time step to catch interesting events, such as packet arrival and departure, with no
loss of information in the numerical sense. However, in case of 10 Gbps bandwidth
networks, the step-size should be 10−6 second to solve equations without any loss.
Therefore, simulation of high speed networks requires a shorter time step-size as
the bandwidth of high speed networks increases.
Clearly, for a given link capacity say Cl, the queue service time for each packet
say tst
tst =
1
Cl
(3.3)
The minimum time step is such that it should capture this event. Hence, we can
argue that at the interesting events we should at most have this size of time-step
1For the convenience of calculation, we assume that the size of packet is 10,000 bits
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to crate a good snapshot of the network behavior. Based on that argument we can
say
dtmin = tst =
1
Cl
(3.4)
As the numerical simulations have a shorter time step-size, the total number of
time steps increases. Since the computational time of the fluid-based simulation
is proportional to the number of time steps, the execution time of the fluid-based
simulation for high speed networks (e.g., more than 10Gbps bandwidth) is more
than hundreds of thousand seconds (See Figure 3.1).
To reduce computational time for the fluid-based simulation, we present a time-
adaptive method which adjusts time step-size based on the dynamics of flows so
that it can reduce the total time steps while achieving similar level of error.
For example, the Euler method has accumulated errors, such as ek+1 = yk+1 −
y(tk+1) and ek = yk − y(tk), can be represented as
ek+1 = ek + hk(f(tk, yk)− f(tk, y(tk)))− O(h2k),
where yk+1 is an estimate and y(tk) is an exact solution(tk+1 = tk + h) [30].
Therefore, the accumulated error is dependent on propagational error ek and the
time step-size hk at each time step k. This paper will propose a new algorithm
which changes the step-size hk based on the error sensitivity while maintaining
similar level of error. For the time-adaptive Euler Method, the time step-size h is
not constant. If we take t = tk and the step size hk = ∆tk, we obtain from the
assumption y′ = f(tk, y(tk)),
y(tk+1) = y(tk) + hkf(tk, y(tk)) + O(h
2
k)
Then the global errors ek+1 = yk+1 − y(tk+1) and ek = yk − y(tk) is obtained by
ek+1 = ek + hk(f(tk, yk)− f(tk, y(tk)))− O(h2k)
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Therefore, the global error ek+1 = yk+1 − y(tk+1) depends hk and all previous er-
rors ei, i = 0, · · · , k. Therefore the error of k-th step with time step size hk, k =
0, 1, · · · affects ek+1. However, AIMD (Additive Increase and Multiplicative De-
crease) mechanism of our model, the effect of local error from larger time step size
is relatively less than that of adaptive time. We will compare the error between
constant time step Euler methods and time-adaptive Euler Methods.
Ideally, the higher order ODE solvers, Runge-Kutta method, might help increase
the order of convergence. For the convenience of calculation, this paper will use the
Euler method as a basic method. However, the proposed time-adaptive method is
still applicable to any higher order ODE solver. However, the higher order methods
might not be applied directly because our original network models are based on
their discrete behaviors. For higher order methods, we have tested several alter-
natives to find the best approximation for the intermediate data needed for the
methods. We have continued to find optimal approach to implement higher order
methods.
3.3 Related Works
The aim of the fluid model is to allow one to estimate the congestion window
behavior obtained by each individual flow under the competition rules imposed by
TCP. These rules can be imposed from the sole knowledge of the route, the RTT
of each flow, the characteristics of each router, and link (buffer size, link capacity,
scheduling etc.) in the network. Another advantage of fluid-based approach is that
the congestion control is explained as a distributed algorithm toward solving a
global optimization of allocation of resources satisfying a certain fairness criterion.
The cost functions are chosen such that a set of fairness criterion is maintained
[31, 32].
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Mishra [33] developed a methodology to model the TCP AIMD algorithm and
obtained the expected transient behavior of networks with Active Queue Manage-
ment routers supporting TCP flows. They used jump process driven Stochastic
Differential Equations (SDEs) to model the interactions of a set of TCP flows
and Active Queue Management routers in a network setting. The derived SDEs
are transformed into a set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) which can
be easily solved numerically. Their formulation enables to spot a possible problem
with the RED averaging mechanism related to the TCP AIMD algorithm. The for-
mulation presented in this work is quite general purpose and helpful in formulating
the model for other TCP variants and also to analyze the other AQM mechanisms.
The further extension of this work is done by Liu [28]. In their paper, the solu-
tion techniques have been presented to reduce the simulation time by simulating
and solving only the queuing equations for potential congested links. This way the
computation time has greatly reduced. Although the solution methodology scales
well to a large number of flows but no attempt has been made for reducing the
computation time for the high speed network case. They exploited the topology
information but no stress has been given to the behavior of the system (loss or pro-
tocol behavior) for the reduction of the execution time of computation/simulation
which is explored in the present work.
In [34], Baccelli proposed a simplified representation of interacting the TCP
flows via coupled evolution equations for simulating large IP networks at flow
level. The basis of this approach is the joint evolution of the congestion window
size of long lived (FTP type) flows controlled by TCP and sharing a single drop-
tail router, in the network. The modeling is done in terms of sending rate of the
source, giving the instantaneous throughput fluctuations at any point of time. The
important aspect of synchronization rate has been explored effectively giving more
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realistic simulation results as compared to previous packet level simulator. The
results obtained by this flow level simulator take into account key packet level
phenomena such as the reaction delay, the scheduling and the buffer overflows, via
the estimate used for the synchronization rate. In the paper they did not suggest
any algorithm for further reduction of simulation with the use of system/model
properties.
In [35], time-driven fluid simulation is proposed to simulate high speed networks.
Here, the network elements are modeled as fluid servers where as the traffic source
can be of arbitrary type, including a discrete-event and fluid source. Furthermore,
usefulness of the fluid simulation with packet simulator has been explored in [35]
where a hybrid method is used. Fluid models are used to represent aggregations
of flows for which less detail are required and packet-level models are used to
represent the individual flows for which more details are needed.
3.4 Main Ideas
3.4.1 Fluid Model
In this section we are introducing the system model2 where we summarize the fluid
model equations used and the basic idea of the algorithm used to solve that fluid
model for high speed network with lesser number of flows. The network is modeled
as a directed graph G = (V, E) where V denotes the set of routers and E is a
set of links connecting those routers. Each link in E is served at a rate of Cl bps.
Each link is associated with an AQM policy which is characterized by a packet
drop probability pl(t), and which depends on the state of the queue associated
with that link. Each link is also associated with a propagation delay for which
the traffic departing from the queue associated with l arrives at the next queue
2The basis of current work is the fluid Simulation framework given in [28], which accounts for shaping of the
flow and delaying as they traverse through different links in the network
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after the propagation delay characterized by that link. Modeling of Advance Queue
Management policy is done in such a way that any packet is discarded whenever
the queue size exceeds the limit set by maximum queue limit value with probability
1, giving the drop-tail behavior in our case. It is evident that in this case, we are
not distinguishing between the two identical flows which have the same path from
the source to the destination. All the flows experience the same delay which can
be given by the summation of the propagation and the link delay from the source
to the destination associated with their path.
Without loss of generality, some of the frequently used notations in their generic
form are listed here for easy references:
• Fi = A set of ordered queues traversed by the ith flow in forward manner
• Ri = A set of ordered queues traversed by the ith flow in backward manner
(for the acknowledgment from destination)
• Wi(t) = Congestion Window for ith flow at time t
• Ri(t) = Round Trip Time for ith flow at time t
• Mi = Maximum Congestion Window limit for ith flow
• λi(t) = Loss Indication Rate for ith flow at time t
• ql(t) = Queue Size associated with lth link at time t
• Cl = Service Capacity/Bandwidth for lth link
• pl(t) = Packet Drop Probability at lth queue at time t
• Cl = Service Capacity/Bandwidth for lth link
• al = Propagation Delay associated with lth link
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• qmaxl = Maximum queue size associated with lth link
• nl = Denotes number of flows traversing lth link
• Ail(t)=Arrival Rate of ith flow at lth link at time t
Basic equations in the form of linear and ordinary differential equations governing
the flow level behavior of the network are summarized as below:
Window Size:
dWi(t)
dt
=
1(Wi(t) < Mi)
Ri(t)
− Wi(t)
2
λi(t) (3.5)
Here, 1(Wi(t) < Mi) is indicator function, which has binary output. If the argument
is True its value is ’1’ and 0 otherwise. Its associated with the window function
to limit the window from going beyond the maximum allowed value, hence when
congestion window value reaches maximum there is no further increment in it.
Queue Size:
ql(t)
dt
= −1(ql(t) > 0)Cl +
nl∑
i=1
Ail(t) (3.6)
Similarly queue size is restricted by the indicator function (ql(t) > 0 and can have
only positive value.
Round Trip Time:
Ri(t) =
∑
l∈FiURi
al +
ql(t)
Cl
(3.7)
Loss Indication Rate:
λi(t) =
∑
l∈Fi
Ail(t)pl(t) (3.8)
Packet Drop Probability( For Drop-tail queue):
pl(t) =


0, ql(t) < q
max
l
1, ql(t) > q
max
l
(3.9)
The above equations can be used to represent the entire system as a feedback
system, where the loss event is used as a feedback mechanism and consecutively
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FIGURE 3.2. Congestion window Behavior at High Speed Optical Network and 70ms
Delay
the AIMD adapts the congestion window to avoid the loss event by decreasing its
size.
3.4.2 Main Idea
The model introduced in the last subsection is used to give network statistics for
the network equipped with drop-tail queue and TCP AIMD congestion window
algorithm at the transport layer.
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, show the behavior of congestion window behavior
and loss indication rate, λi(t) as a function of time. Our algorithm is based on
the fact that the congestion window value changes with loss indication rate. As
we observe from the Figure 3.2, the additive increment continues till we have a
loss event due to the queue overflow as indicated by loss indicator function λ as
shown in Figure 3.3. The queue overflow causes packet loss at that queue which
causes multiplicative decrease in terms of λ as the packet arrival rate is quite
high during that time. This can be easily understood by observing Equation 5.5
and Equation 5.2. We observe that before the loss event at the drop-tail queue
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FIGURE 3.3. Loss Indication Rate at High Speed Optical Network, 10Gbps and 70ms
Delay
(the packet drop probability at this queue is given by Equation 5.6), the window
increases linearly and hence a linear solution is preferred and whenever the loss
event occurs the congestion window gives a non-linear behavior and the decrease
part of the AIMD comes into play.
For the case of high speed network, the loss event lasts for a very small time as
compared to linear increase time, which is evident by the fact that we are working
in a high bandwidth and large delay case, and so the RTT is large (Equation 5.4).
Hence it takes a longer time (the increment part of the Equation 5.2) to reach
to the peak value where it overshoots causing a loss event on the queue. At this
point, the window value decreases by a factor of W
2
λ( multiplicative decrease part
in Equation 5.2). After the loss event, when the congestion window value is low,
the queue is cleared immediately with the service rate Cl as in Equation 5.3 and
remains empty until the window reaches its peak again. In order to record this
fast decrease and recovery of congestion window from the loss event, we must have
microscopic behavior of the network and to observe this behavior, we have to rely
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on a smaller time step as compared to the time where there is no loss event. Since
the usual method is employed with constant time step value and as discussed in
the section II, this constant value should be low enough to observe the network
statistics for the high speed scenario. Prior to the loss event, we don’t need to
simulate the network with a smaller value of time step to solve the differential
equation governing the network statistics as introduced earlier in this section. We
can still do better with some reasonable value of time-step for no loss case as the
only equation we deal with is linear, whereas, in the case of loss event we must
decrease this value to observe minute details.
Our algorithm is based on this fact that we can use different values for no-loss
and loss case. We suggest that whenever the congestion loss occurs, we should
decrease the value of time step and must continue with some larger value of time
step for the no-loss case.
3.5 Framework
In this section, the pseudo code of the algorithm is explained in Figure 3.5 and the
corresponding flow chart of the algorithm has been introduced in Figure 3.4.
In the above figure 3.5 we have described the algorithm. First the values of
dtmin is calculated by using FindDtMin() function which works of finding the
minimum time step for simulation, as described later in this section. dtmax is also
set as an input parameters. Further the decision as to which one out of two values
should be used is made based on loss information. Since, we are dealing with the
feedback system, the source window gets the loss signal after some time which is
determined by the queuing and propagation delay in its path. In our algorithm
this is determined beforehand from the signal received directly from the queue
in the form of loss rate indicator variable λ. Whenever the λ value of any queue
30
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FIGURE 3.4. Flow Chart Showing Loss Signal Flow and Decision Making for Step Length
Adjustment
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associated to any flow is nonzero, the algorithm switches the time step to minimum
and records the window behavior for that short duration of time in which the loss
event occurs. Also, before reaching to the source of that flow, the use of congestion
signal for adjusting the time step is justified to minimize the possible error as
much as possible. The idea is to adapt the time step to a suitable value as soon
as possible, so that, we can track the network behavior accurately. We find that
the congestion signal for each flow is the best method to judge the same. We will
justify this argument in our next section with the support of various results which
we have derived using our method and also compared with the regular fluid model
solver simulation(FS) method without adapting time step length.
dtmin defines the minimum step length, hence its necessary to calculate it cor-
rectly. Since, main aim of the network to see the fastest moving packets and record
the interesting events. Hence setting the minimum step length depends on highest
link of possible bottlenecks. Following formula can be used to calculate minimum
time step. A link Ci is congested if it satisfies following condition:
Ci <
∑
l∈E
T (l, i)Cl +
∑
k∈H
Mknk
pk
(3.10)
Hence, dtmin is given by,
min(
1
Cl
; l ∈ B) (3.11)
B is the set of bottleneck links which satisfy equation 3.10 and T is topology matrix,
where, T (i, j) = 1 if there exists at least one flow traversing queue j immediately
after it traverses queue i. H(i) is the set of TCP flows which has qi as the first queue
and pk is the total propagation delay for flow k. Furthermore, the data flow from
various level in the network and decision making for the step length adjustment is
shown in the figure 3.4.
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Define:
1 dt=Time Step Length for Simulation
2 λ=Loss Indication Rate
3 RunT ime=Current network time in Simulator
4 SimTime=Time for which simulation to be run
5 dt(min) = FindDtMin()
Start:
//to start with maximum Time Step Length
5 dt = dtmax ;//to start with maximum Time Step Length
6 Repeat step 7 to step 10 for every dt interval
while(RunTime≤ Semitone)
7 If ( for any λ! = 0)
//Set Time Step Length to minimum for any loss event
8 set dt = dtmin
9 else
//Set Time Step Length to maximum for no loss case
10 dt = dtmax
End:
FIGURE 3.5. Adaptive Time-step Fluid Simulation Algorithm
3.6 Performance Evaluation
All simulations were carried out on a workstation which has dual Xeon-3GHz
processors, 2GB RAM on PC 2700 board. To present our result, we are using
a dumb-bell topology as shown in figure 3.6 to simulate an ideal scenario for a
bottleneck link shared by two flows. Every link in this topology is equipped with a
drop-tail queue with a maximum queue size of 500. Drop-tail queue management
policy is used with a maximum queue size of 500 packets. The packet size is kept
fixed at 1000B. The delay, as shown in the figure, is 50ms for bottleneck link and
10ms for the edge links.
3.6.1 Accuracy Validation
Since our method is based on the existing fluid model solver (FS), we compare our
time-adaptive fluid solver(AFS) with the normal fluid solver(FS) which does not
have a time adaptation mechanism. While solving using AFS, we start with the
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FIGURE 3.6. Simulation Topology with Bottleneck Link and Two Flows
maximum value of time-step which we set as 0.001 and we suitably vary the mini-
mum value keeping the minimum value for normal fluid simulation as we increase
the bottleneck link bandwidth. In the figure 3.7, the comparison of congestion
window behavior between AFS and FS has been shown for 5Gbps case, and it
gives a good match. Between FS and AFS, the corresponding queue size behavior
is presented in Figure 3.8 which in spite of a very little mismatch shows a good
accuracy. We also verify the accuracy with ns2 simulator by simulating 100Mbps
link. As shown in the figure 3.9 AFS gives the average behavior of the two flows
sharing the 100Mbps link with that of ns2.
We show how our accuracy depends on the change of step size. In the figure
3.10 it is clear that smaller the step length smaller the error. For the case of 10−3
we have larger error as compared to smaller step length.
3.6.2 Comparison
The Figure 3.11 shows the execution time comparison between the three simulation
methods: NS2, FS and AFS. The NS2 simulation was not able to complete for the
entire 20,000 sec due to a limitation in the number of packets sent and hence
we had to scale it. For these simulators to reach a congestion window limit, the
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simulations should be carried out for a long time in the high speed case. Since we
ran the simulation for the bandwidth ranging from 100Mbps to 10Gbps, with the
network parameters that we have used, the 10Gbps case shows its first loss event
at around 17,000 second. Hence to have a fair comparison between these methods
for direct bandwidth, the simulation should be carried out for 20,000 seconds. To
accommodate all the values in the graph, a log scale has been used. As we can
see in the figure, the variation shows that FS achieves quite a good improvement
over the packet simulator NS2. The execution time in the case of NS2 increases
exponentially as the bandwidth increases and overshoots in the case of 10Gbps
case. We observe that tradition fluid simulator(FS) method, although it is using
a differential equation solver in its core, its execution time increases because of
lower step length for the higher bandwidth case. As compared to the NS2 and
FS method, our method achieves good improvements because it uses two different
step lengths for the simulation. Further, as we can see our simplified method uses
fixed minimum and maximum step length, which accounts for a slight decrease
in the execution time, as there are lesser number of loss events in the case of
higher bandwidth. We can also see in Figure 3.11 that the improvement through
our method varies from 5 to 80 times as the bandwidth increases from 500Mbps
to 10Gbps leaving NS2 far behind. In fluid model-based simulation, a cluster of
closely-spaced packets is modeled as a fluid chunk at a specific time point. The
response of the network component to these traveling fluid chunks mathematical
models in the time domain. A fluid model-based simulator then keeps track of fluid
chunks and their rate changes at each network component on the communication
path from the source to the destination. As a large number of packets are abstracted
as a single fluid chunk, the computational overhead is expected to be lessened. For
microscopic analysis lower time step means more accurate microscopic observation
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hence a desired time step would be the one which can capture microscopic behavior.
In our case, one can easily observe TCP algorithm has two parts, increase of
congestion window and decrease of congestion window. In protocol analysis one
is more interested in the transitions between these two parts. If the algorithm is
working either of two parts but not on the verge of transition, the behavior is
easy to model and predict. Certainly, the average behavior in these two parts can
be modeled by putting more chunks or packet i.e. decrease of time step so that
transition period is reached quickly. Hence, the execution time ignoring the coding
overhead for execution we can easily see, Execution time of FS method executing
with a step length of TFS is O(1/tFS and for AFS method execution time is
O(
tnl/T
max
AFS + tl/T
min
AFS
tex
) (3.12)
Where, tnl, T
max
AFS, tl, T
min
AFS and tex are execution time for no loss period, maxi-
mum time step, average time spend in loss period, corresponding time step length
and total execution time for AFS method introduced in the paper respectively.
Congestion time in high speed network is a lot lesser than the no congestion time.
Hence, we can easily see the time improvement achieved in AFS method is very
much dependent on the loss rate in the network which is very less in high speed
scenario(of the order of 10−8)[36, 37].
In the figure 3.12, we have shown the memory utilization for different methods.
As we can see, the memory utilization is larger in the case of NS2 and still in-
creases for FS too. The increment in non-swapped memory used by NS2 should be
accounted for its inherent working mechanism. Since our system works on the de-
layed feedback mechanism, we have to store some variables to use it in later stage.
In the case of TCP source using congestion information which reaches to it after
one RTT, we observe increase in memory because the step size is decreased, which
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FIGURE 3.11. Comparison of Execution Time for NS2, FS and AFS Methods with the
Variation of Bandwidth
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FIGURE 3.12. Comparison of Non-Swap Memory Utilization for NS2, FS and AFS with
the Variation of Bandwidth
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forces more number of data to be stored. Whereas, in the case of AFS method,
most of the time simulation is carried out with maximum step length, hence there
is no significant increase in the utilization of non-swapped memory, hence results
in better performance. However, for the complete characteristics of the network,
the delayed feedback model is the best model to see the queue behavior and cor-
responding TCP algorithm behavior. The overhead incurred in this scenario is
related to the data-structure maintained in the model to use it after some delay. In
our case, this message overhead we define as average overhead incurred during the
real network simulation time. Clearly, in the feedback system the loss information
arrive at the sender after one RTT (round trip time for worst case in which loss
happens on sender’s own queue). The message overhead is related with how we
can scale this RTT w.r.t time step. Hence, the loss information has to be saved in
the system for 1 RTT. Hence, by ignoring coding overhead, he loss information has
to be saved for RTT/time− step time steps. Clearly, one can expect the message
overhead for FS method is of the order of (RTT/TFS) where T is the time step
size of FS method. Whereas for AFS it is
O(
tnlRTT/T
max
AFS + tlRTT/T
min
AFS
tex
) (3.13)
Average time spent in the congestion period is a lot lesser than the minimum
time step T minAFS. Hence, we can see average message overhead of adaptive time step
simulation(AFS) method is directly related to time step and RTT of the network.
3.6.3 Scalability
In the figure 3.13, we have shown the variation of execution time till the bandwidth
of 50Gbps. As we can see as bandwidth increases, the AFS method introduced in
this paper shows a good results. The increment of the time corresponds to variation
of different minimum step length. As we go higher, the minimum time step needed
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FIGURE 3.13. Execution Time variation of AFS method width Bandwidth
to simulate decreases and hence the adaptive decrease part takes more number of
steps giving a slightly increment in execution time. Hence, the method introduced
in this paper is scalable to bandwidth of modern high-speed networks.
3.6.4 Effect of Loss
The bandwidth is 10Gbps and other input parameters are same as discussed above.
As shown in the figure 3.14, the execution time variation of AFS and FS approach
has been compared with the variation of random loss probability. While execution
time of FS method remains almost constant at a higher value, the AFS execution
time for AFS method varies. Initially, when the value of random loss probability is
low, the queue loss is dominating factor and has the major number of loss events
(which is still less), giving the low value of execution time. As we increase the
random loss probability, it predominantly accounts for all the losses in the network
and the queue loss becomes negligible accounting for the increased execution time.
Since, the more the loss the more AFS executes in minimum time step region,
it is also worth mentioning that as the loss increases the AFS execution time
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FIGURE 3.14. Effect of Random loss on AFS and FS execution time
also increases. Hence, a good improvement is achieved in high-speed and low-loss
scenario (which is predominantly the high speed scenario in consideration) over
the simple fluid based approach.
3.7 Conclusions
We recognize that fluid-based simulation is an effective method for simulation
of high speed networks is getting larger. Our contribution of this work is to pro-
vide a scalable fluid-based simulation method. Although the fluid-based simulation
method has a significant reduction in terms of computational time, it still suffers a
scalability problem for the networks with bandwidth greater than 10 Gbps. Since
the fluid-based simulation method uses a constant time step to numerically solve
the system of differential equations, it needs to decrease the size of time step in
case of a larger bandwidth. The decrease of time step produces more number of
time steps, which induces more amount of computational cost.
We have developed the time-adaptive method for the numerical solver for a
system of differential equations to reduce the computational cost. The proposed
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method adjusts the time step-size for the numerical solver in order to reduce the
computational cost while maintaining the accuracy of simulation results. The time-
adaptive method uses a larger time step for the part of linear increase and a smaller
time step for the part of multiplicative decrease in the event of packet loss. Since
the event of packet loss is synchronized with the event of multiplicative decrease,
we can adjust the time step based on the event of packet loss and determination
of time step is based on congested link in the network.
Comparisons between the time-adaptive method and the constant time step
method show that the proposed method significantly reduces the computational
cost while maintaining the level of accuracy compared to the constant time step
method.
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Chapter 4
Fluid Models for High-Speed TCP
Variants
4.1 Introduction
Development of high speed optical network posed a challenge to evaluate the high-
speed data transport protocols in a variety of environments. We understand that
network simulation is well accepted and widely used and a much simpler way
of studying the network characteristics. Also, It is well known that packet-based
simulators like NS2 [3] and Opnet [24] cannot be used in the case of large simu-
lations [25] because of its inherent bottlenecks in terms of message overhead and
cpu execution time. The requirement of cpu-time and memory increases with the
increase of bandwidth as well as the size of the network. NS2 simulator is inad-
equate in terms of computational complexity and resources and thus motivated
by this inherent problem with traditional packet based simulator, we developed
a framework using fluid model, which scales to the capacity of optical network(of
the order of 40Gbps). To evaluate it is necessary to develop fluid model equations
for high speed TCP variants and perform an evaluation using the new framework
for model based simulation for high speed TCP. In this chpater, we focus on such
fluid models and perform a simple evaluation of high speed TCP variants.
4.2 Related Work
Because of limitations of existing simulation methods, there is no literature avail-
able for model based simulation of high-speed TCPs. We quote some experimental
evaluation work on real hardwares. Although there have been some works done
for the evaluation of TCPs in the latest couple of years, little has been done on
10Gbps networks. In [36], a series of benchmark tests have been applied to re-
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cently proposed high-speed TCPs to exercise core functionality of congestion con-
trol. They also outlined that the performance results of standard TCP over high
bandwidth-delay product depends on different network stack implementations and
the experiments need to be performed in various network environments. Further,
they carried their experiments for a range of propagation delays, web traffic and
link bandwidths. The results presented in the paper clearly showed that all of the
proposed high-speed TCPs yield higher throughput than standard TCP on a high-
speed link. With very small buffers, it is observed that micro-scale packet bursts
lead to a rapid fall in throughput efficiency.
In [38], TCP-Reno is compared with seven other high speed TCP variants; and
the efficiency of TCP Reno has been illustrated. Measurements are presented on
real production networks with various TCP implementations on paths with differ-
ent Round Trip Times (RTT) using both optimal and sub-optimal window sizes.
The differences in the performances of the TCPs are more noticeable for the longer
distances.
In [39], an experimental network model was created to capture some of the
complex characteristics of background traffic. Further, the network model is used
to evaluate a large collection of recently proposed TCPs for high-speed networks:
BIC, CUBIC, FastTCP, HSTCP, H-TCP, and STCP. This work is more focused
on comparing protocol behaviors observed from two different environments created
with and without background traffic.
Several experiments have been done on 10 Gigabit ethernet to get the maximum
performance of TCP. Hurwitz and Feng maximized the end-to-end performance of
Intel’s 10 Gigabit ethernet adapter by implementing optimizations one by one [40].
The optimizations included tuning Linux TCP parameters and changing settings
of 10 Gigabit ethernet adapters. But their main purpose is to maximize the perfor-
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mance of 10 Gigabit ethernet adapter and analyze the possible bottlenecks. Meirosu
et al. [41] presented the throughput of single TCP stream with (and without) back-
ground traffic and parallel TCP streams on a trans-European 10 Gigabit ethernet.
The aim of the test was to validate that the 10 Gigabit ethernet Wide Area Net-
works (WANs) PHY technology can offer a large bandwidth to long-distance large
volume data transfer. The TCPs they used were standard TCP and HSTCP, which
is implemented in the Net100 distribution. All of the above experiment required
expensive hardware or a very rich infrastructure to carry out the evaluation. It
also took a long time to perform these experiments as most of the time we have to
deal with complexity of the hardware or software. To reduce this over all evalua-
tion time with little inaccuracies, model based approach is very promising. In next
section, we present a background and methodology for our evaluation on 10Gbps
link. We present model equations of high speed TCP variant and with the help of
these equations, A simple evaluation of these high speed protocols on 10Gbps is
presented.
4.3 Background and Methodology
TCP congestion control is essentially made of a probing phase and a decreasing
phase. The probing phase of a TCP consists of an exponential increase phase (i.e.
the slow start phase) and a linear increase phase (congestion avoidance phase).
The probing phase stops when congestion occurs in the network and at this phase
TCP implements a decrease phase. Almost all the TCP variants has to go through
these phases. We can generalize the linear increase and decrease of window with
the following linear and ordinary differential equations governing the flow level
behavior of the network. Main focus of this section is on evaluation of congestion
control algorithms, therefore slow start, ECN mechanism etc. is not taken into
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TABLE 4.1. Increment and decrement parameter of High-Speed TCP variants
TCP-Variant a b
TCP-Reno 1 0.5
STCP 0.01w 0.125
HSTCP 2w
0.8b
2−b
(0.1− 0.5) log(w)−log(wlow)
log(whigh)−log(wlow)
+0.5
CUBIC-TCP Min(targetw − w, SmaxR) 0.2
Where, targetw
= origin point + c(∆th −K)3
K = (b.prevMaxw/c)
1
3
H-TCP 1 + 10(∆i −∆th) 1− RminRmax
+(∆i−∆th
2
)2
FAST-TCP Min(w, γ(2baseR) 0.5
−avgRTT ) w
RTT
+ α
account.
dWi(t)
dt
=
a(Wi(t) < Mi)
Ri(t)
−Wi(t)bλi(t) (4.1)
Where, a and b are defined as increment and decrement factors respectively. We
give the functions for these parameters for different TCP variants in the tabular
form (table 3.1).
To evaluate these protocols, two scenarios are created: A) Single flow scenario is
focused on how different TCP congestion control algorithms behave with respect
to different queuing provisioning. We consider a queuing provisioning mechanism
namely drop-tail. Also effect of random losses on these high speed TCP congestion
control algorithms have been observed. B) Two flow scenario is where two TCP
flows share the same bottleneck link. We observe convergence properties for intra
protocol and TCP friendliness and fairness is left for further evaluation, where
high speed TCP variants compete with a conventional TCP. Traditionally, router
buffers have been provisioned according to the delay-bandwidth product (BDP)
rule: namely, one chooses the buffer size as q = BXRtt, where B is the rate
of the link served by the router, and RTT is the typical round trip time (RTT)
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experienced by connections utilizing the buffer. This amount of buffering allows 100
percent link utilization. However, last few years, buffer sizing of router attracted
lots of attention. Having small buffers is beneficial in terms of amount of memory,
required physical space, energy consumption, and price of the router. In our studies,
the main advantage of having small buffers is the reduction in queuing delays and
jitter. Hence we set all the buffer sizes as 500 packets. The end to end delay is set
to 60ms i.e. 120ms round trip time, when there is no queue delay.
4.3.1 Single Flow Scenario
The goal is to analyze how different TCP congestion control algorithms behave with
respect to different queuing disciplines namely drop tail and RED. We perform a
simple set of simulations using a single source and single receiver with an average
bottleneck buffer size of 500 packets.
4.3.2 Drop-Tail Queue
Drop Tail is a simple queue management algorithm used by Internet routers to
decide when to drop packets. With tail drop, when the queue is filled to its maxi-
mum capacity, the newly arriving packets are dropped until the queue has enough
room to accept incoming traffic. Once a queue has been filled, the router be-
gins discarding all additional datagrams, thus dropping the tail of the sequence of
datagrams. Drop tail is an interesting queuing discipline where all the packets are
dropped once queue limit is reached and in high speed network. This behavior can
be severe because the protocol is operating at a maximum sending rate causing
burstiness which eventually led to multiple losses. In this section, we observe the
behavior the different tcps for shows the queue occupancy for a Drop-Tail queue
with a buffer size of 500 packets.We also observe time taken by a particular flow
the reach the bottleneck limit.
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FIGURE 4.1. Congestion window for the HSTCP
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FIGURE 4.2. Queue for the HSTCP
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HSTCP : High-Speed response function behaves as an aggregate of N TCP
connection. The response function gives a straight line on a log- log scale. In
the Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, we show HSTCP window evolution and queuing
occupancy. We observe that, HSTCP takes 370 second to reach the bottleneck link.
At that point sending rate is very high which leads to multiple losses. The queue
is oscillating with the same time period. Interestingly, high speed TCP congestion
control algorithm working at a very rate overflow queues for a very short period
of time. This aggressiveness is the price paid by High-Speed TCP for its increased
scalability. After the congestion occurs, the window increase is slow initially; and
as time passes, it gets steeper. For this time period, the average window size is
53400 which is approximately 1/3 of the peak window size.
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FIGURE 4.3. Congestion window for the CUBIC
CUBIC: CUBIC TCP uses a cubic function whose shape is similar to BIC
TCP. This TCP comes into the picture carrying all the features of BIC TCP but
friendlier than BIC TCP. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show CUBIC window behavior and
queue occupancy. In the case of CUBIC, the window grows very fast; but as it
gets closer to Wmax (the previous congestion window just before congestion), it
slows down its growth. At Wmax, its increment becomes zero. Since we considered
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ideal queue behavior with no traffic abnormality, the behavior past Wmax is not
visible. The congestion window oscillates with a period of 44 second. As we can see
irrespective of queue size behavior, it paces down the sending rate when near Wmax
and hence sending packets nearly at the same rate of bottleneck link. At this point
queue don’t get empty for 3 seconds. The increment in congestion window continues
for 3 seconds passing the bottleneck service rate and hence causing congestion. At
this point, congestion window drops and rises fast. The average congestion window
for the oscillation time period is 126500 giving 83 percent link utilization where as
average queue size is 17 packets. Another interesting observation is that queue is
busier than that of HSTCP. However, drop tail queuing discipline does not decrease
link utilization much.
STCP : STCP uses multiple increase and multiple decrease methodology for
congestion control. In Figures 4.5 and 4.6 window and queue occupancy behavior
is shown respectively. As we can see when the congestion window is small the
increase parameter employs slow window increment and when high it becomes very
aggressive. This aggressiveness behavior although provides scalability, it suffers
through heavy packet losses. In the figure we observe that window size oscillates
with a time period of 140 sec. Average window size during this time period is
12829 which is less than 10 percent of peak bottleneck link. At this peak value drop
tail router drops all the packets and STCP congestion window drops drastically.
However the queue is momentarily gets full and empties instantly attributing to
high service rate. STCP performs very poorly in the case of drop tail queuing
discipline.
HTCP : HTCP is suggested as a modification to conventional TCP. Additive
increase factor is a quadratic function of time since last congestion and decrease
factor is ratio of minimum RTT observed and maximum RTT observed. In the Fig-
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ure 4.7 and HTCP queue drop, we show congestion window behavior and queue
occupancy respectively. One quick observation tells us that even HTCP suffers
through burstiness behavior causing multiple losses. The congestion window os-
cillates with a time period of 47 secs. After HTCP recovers from congestion the
additive increase function attributes to slow increase in the beginning and as time
increases since the last congestion it aggressively utilize the link bandwidth. Al-
though this aggressiveness enables protocol to reach the next congestion quickly
drop-tail router causes a lots of loss that it drops drastically. Average congestion
window value in this case is 44000 which is 30 percent of bottleneck link.
FAST : FAST TCP is equation based protocol and has been introduced to
control the stability properties of dynamic congestion window behavior. In the
figures 4.9 and 4.10 we show congestion window and queue occupancy behavior
of FAST TCP. In the figure we observe even FAST TCP suffers through multiple
losses and on congestion, congestion window decreases dramatically. α (= Number
data packets that can be kept in bottleneck queue) decides this aggressiveness
behavior. In this case we set alpha parameter in access because anyways FAST does
not have any method to know this parameter. This parameter if set in excess in
high speed network can degrade overall throughput which is an obvious assumption
however not true for small buffer queues. Queue size slowly increases and after
congestion empties by service rate of bottleneck link. FAST TCP oscillates with a
time period of 6.5 secs. Since, FAST TCP tries to reach to bottleneck link as fast as
it can 1. However, if the congestion window update period is decreased this behavior
would be more aggressive as the update has to be done more frequently. Average
congestion window is 27000, which is less than 20 percent of link utilization. As
1The update period is set to 1 sec, which gives the average rate over 1 second interval instead of RTT
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we can see most of the part of the period of FAST TCP has smaller window and
becomes aggressive when around congestion.
4.3.3 Two Flow Scenario
4.3.4 Convergence
We show figures for convergence time for different high speed TCP variants.
Figure 4.12 for HS-TCP cwnd time histories for flows with the same round-trip
time following startup of a second flow. It can be seen that the flows do converge
to fairness, but the convergence time can be long. This effect can become more
pronounced as the path propagation delay is increased (to be explored later). Recall
that the AIMD increase parameters are functions of cwnd in HS-TCP. The slow
convergence appears to originate in the asymmetry that exists in HS-TCP between
the AIMD parameters of newly started flows (with small cwnd) and existing flows
(with large cwnd). CUBIC TCP converge a lot faster (figure 4.13). CUBIC TCP
employs a cubic function which is concave in nature. So after a window reduction,
the window grows very fast, but as it gets closer to link capacity, it slows down its
growth, whereas the other flow still catching up and try to find the upper bound of
maximum growth. At the upper bound of link capacity that can be utilized, the old
flow’s increment becomes zero. After that, the window grows slowly, accelerating its
growth as it moves away from bottleneck link giving more chance to the other flow
to catch up and achieve a fair share. In figure 4.14, we show a typical examples of
measured cwnd time histories for scalable TCP. Generally, the congestion windows
either do not converge to fairness or else converge very slowly indeed (not reaching
fairness within the 10-min duration of these tests). However, high-speed network
differs with slow or traditional networks that it can undergo multiple losses. At
flow level the multiple losses causes reduction of congestion windows drastically,
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sometimes can cause slow start. Hence, it is expected that STCP flows can converge
aggressively as seen in the figure.
H-TCP flows show rapid convergence (figure 4.15). Increase function of H-TCP
is a function of the time since last congestion, hence older flow has not experi-
enced congestion and having faster increase function than the newer flows. This
paradigm cause faster flows to drop more when the new flow joins and congestion
happens. After that both will exhibit the same increment function (as time since
last congestion is same for both) and hence, working with the same increment
and decrement parameters will give the same convergence properties in terms of
number of congestion epochs. However, as we see in the figure the convergence is
faster than TCP, because congestion epochs happens faster than two TCP flows
working together.
4.4 Summary
The fluid-based simulation method has a significant reduction in terms of com-
putational time a scalability problem for the networks with bandwidth greater
than 10Gbps. While the TCP proposals studied are all successful at improving the
link utilization in a relatively static environment with long-lived flows, in our tests
many of the proposals exhibit poor responsiveness to changing network conditions.
We observe that Scalable-TCP, HS-TCP and BIC-TCP can suffer from extremely
slow convergence times following the startup of a new flow. We also observe that
while FAST-TCP flows typically converge quickly initially, flows may later diverge
again to create significant and sustained unfairness. Therefore, more studies has
to be done to evaluate these protocol for use in high speed networks. Simulation
study of high-speed network transfer protocol is another goal of our future work.
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FIGURE 4.4. Queue for the CUBIC
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FIGURE 4.5. Congestion window for the STCP
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FIGURE 4.6. Queue for the STCP
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FIGURE 4.7. Congestion window for the HTCP
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FIGURE 4.8. Queue for the HTCP
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FIGURE 4.9. Congestion window for the FAST
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FIGURE 4.10. Queue for the FAST
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FIGURE 4.11. Congestion window for the TCP-Reno intra-protocol convergence
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FIGURE 4.12. Congestion window for the HSTCP intra-protocol convergence
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FIGURE 4.13. Congestion window for the CUBIC TCP intra-protocol convergence
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FIGURE 4.14. Congestion window for the STCP intra-protocol convergence
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FIGURE 4.15. Congestion window for the HTCP intra-protocol convergence
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Chapter 5
A Quantitative Analysis of Buffer Sizing
on High-Speed Network
5.1 Introduction
Buffer sizing is an important aspect of packet based network. The key idea of hav-
ing buffer is that when a router has packet buffered, its outgoing link is always
busy. TCP is a protocol of choice for reliable packet based networks. The rule-of-
thumb is the amount of buffering needed by a single TCP flow so that the buffer
at the bottleneck link never underflow and so the router doesn’t lose throughput.
This rule-of-thumb advocates a buffering of the order of bandwidth-delay product
of the network. The rule-of-thumb comes from the dynamics of TCP’s congestion
control algorithm. It is suggested that, a single TCP flow requires a buffer size
which is equal to the bandwidth-delay product in order to prevent the link from
going idle. For a single sender and single reciever case, the flow passes through a
single router, and because of mismatch in sending rate of sender and the rate a
bottleneck link can handle. In increase phase of congestion window algorithm, the
sender transmits a packet each time it receives an acknowledgement. This increase
in congestion window value causes buffer overflow. Because of buffer overflow a
packet is dropped. When sender senses this packet loss, it halves the window size
and take a pause. We have to make sure that buffer size is sufficient so that when
the sender pauses, the router buffer doesn’t go empty and hence, link should be
busy not idle. In high speed network packets travels in bursts and a buffer should
be big enough to accommodate that bursts and hence should be equal to maxi-
mum window size in worst case. As per pausing of TCP sender gives the size of
the buffer needed to prevent it from going empty. This is equal to the distance
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in bytes between the peak and trough of the sawtooth representing the TCP [42].
Therefore, it is equal to bandwidth delay product. However, for a high bandwidth
and long delay network, it is not feasible to have such a high capacity intermediate
buffers. There are following problems with big buffers on high speed networks:
1. Memory is costly.
2. Big buffers have maintenance problem related to heat dissipation and scalability.
3. Big buffers induce large delay which is undesirable to some high-speed applica-
tions.
Recent research results suggest that the buffers of router interfaces can be made
very small, much less than the links bandwidth-delay product without causing a
utilization loss as long as the link carries many TCP flows [42, 43]. The appropri-
ate sizing of these buffers is an important and open research problem. Much of the
previous work on buffer sizing modeled the traffic as an exogenous process, i.e.,
independent of the network state, ignoring the fact that the offered load from TCP
flows depends on delays and losses in the network. Some recent research shows that
buffer can be made very small by some modification in TCPs and there are sev-
eral research works that proposes different schemes for buffer sizing [44][45]. These
schemes give a good throughput at the expense of high packet losses. And can
be undesirable for some high speed applications (such as banking transactions).
Hence, understanding the effect of buffer sizing in a high speed network is the goal
of this work. Our hypothesis is that high speed TCP variants can perform well with
small buffer in high speed networks. First, we motivate ourselves for this study and
discuss related work. We give problem definition of our work. Then, we present a
modified fluid model to accommodate the theory behind small buffers. With the
help of this fluid model we perform a microscopic study behind high speed TCPs
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and different bottleneck buffer sizes. Our goal is to see if proposed high speed TCP
can survive with small buffers on high speed network.
5.2 Motivation
With the advancements in optical networking, high-speed optical networks are now
possible to serve the scientific needs. [46] shows that the per-channel light signals
propagation in the optical fiber can be modulated at rates as high as 111 gigabits
per second, [46] although 10 or 40 Gb/s is typical in deployed systems [47, 2].
To meet the demand of high-speed optical links, data transport protocol solutions
have been proposed by researchers namely Fast TCP [20], HSTCP [15], S-TCP [23],
BIC-TCP [17], HAMILTON-TCP [19] on high speed networks. On high-speed op-
tical network, these high-speed variants send burst of large number of packets,
and the size of bottleneck buffers is an important issue. The desired characteris-
tics of intermediate buffers are to keep the router highly utilized during conges-
tion periods. Router buffers are sized using rule-of-thumb, which recommends the
amount of buffering should be of the order of bandwidth-delay product (BDP)
of the path [48]. As the link capacity increases to the order of tens of Gbps, the
required buffer size is of the order of 1.2Gb (for a delay of 120ms). From network
point of view, huge buffers of the order of 1.2Gb can cause large delay variations
affecting the performance of the end applications. Other technological problems
related to huge size buffers involve complex design of the routers, heat dissipation
and high cost. Recently, this rule-of-thumb has been questioned [49]. They sug-
gested that buffer sizes are of the order of BDP/
√
N , where N is the long lived
flow. The results presented in this paper motivated researches around the globe to
do further research on this important component of the network. Section 5.4 dis-
cusses such related research. However, in spite of several studies showing different
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buffer sizing rules, there is no consensus among researchers about what should be
the right amount of buffer that can provide full link utilization. These different
studies have different assumptions which may not be suitable for high-speed net-
works. Hence, to support the research in high-speed network, it is very important
to study the required amount of buffering. While small buffer is desired in a high
speed optical network, a strong study in this direction is very necessary. The prob-
lem is without proper study of the small buffer behavior in a high-speed optical
network, the severity of actual implementation of small buffers cannot be known.
Therefore, in this work, we introduce a fluid model which accommodates the idea
of synchronization and de-synchronization phenomena. Through this model, our
goal is to study the interplay of congestion control and different buffer sizes with
varying degree of synchronization. This work is the first of its kind that gives a
thorough understanding of buffer sizing schemes with respect to what is going at
the bottleneck link and how it affects the TCP congestion control mechanism.
In the Figure 5.1 [50], 2000 flows are simulated using ns2 on a single bottleneck
link and it is observed that at the time of congestion event not all the flows have
packet losses. However, this is the case of internet not high speed network. In
high speed, we don’t have so many flows sharing the bottleneck link. When we
performed a simple experiment in the lab with two flows sharing a buffer, as shown
in the Figure 5.2, desychronization does happen in high speed network. It is also
indicated in previous research works [51, 52]. It is also found that, there is a high
level of synchronization among flows too. This higher synchronization might be a
side effect of the increased aggressiveness of the congestion control algorithms in
those variants.
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FIGURE 5.1. Five-second simulation trace for 2000 TCP flows with average round trip
time 120ms and packet size1500Byte, sharing a single bottleneck link with capacity
1.6Mb/s. [50]
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FIGURE 5.2. BIC and Reno sharing a 10gbps link with 160ms end to end delay].
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To explain this, we refer to fluid model equations for congestion control algorithm
for high speed TCP variants presented in chapter 4 as below:
dWi(t)
dt
=
a(Wi(t) < Mi)
Ri(t)
−Wi(t)bλi(t) (5.1)
Where, a and b are defined as increment and decrement factors respectively. New
congestion control algorithms are often characterized higher values of a and by
lower values of b, i.e., by a less aggressive reduction of cwnd after a congestion
event. High speed TCP flows are bursty and that burstiness causes unfair packet
drops. Fairness in packet drops can create synchronization among flows and unfair
packet drops can lead to reduced synchronization. High speed flows react dramat-
ically to packet drops by reducing their congestion window sizes for each dropped
packet. Therefore, when a large number of flows see packet drops around the same
time, they will synchronously react by reducing their congestion window sizes. This
may lead to a significant reduction in instantaneous throughput of the system. In
an unfair AQM (Active Queue Management) scheme, however, only a few flows
will record packet losses and rest of the flows will keep the link busy. Therefore,
the aggregate congestion window will change less significantly. Consider, the Fig-
ure 5.3. There are three flows numbered 1, 2, and 3. Flow 1 and 2 records packet
loss at time t1 and flows 1, 2 and 3 records packet loss at t3. Hence, the idea
is that dropping mechanism is unfair because of the way TCP flows put packets
in the link. In Figure 5.4, we show how different flows mix up while reaching the
bottleneck link. In the figure, flow 1 would lose more packets than flow 2 and flow 1
might get accommodated in the queue because queue is not only dropping packets
but also keeps the link busy by accepting new packets.
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FIGURE 5.3. Synchronized and De-Synchronized Losses on TCP flows
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FIGURE 5.4. Unfairness at the Bottleneck Link
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5.3 Problem Definition
We observe that de-synchronization of packet losses among high-speed TCP flows
plays an important role in the design of buffer sizes. We observe that de-synchronized
or statistical multiplexed flows at the bottleneck link can provide good link uti-
lization. High speed network is different from the traditional internet in terms of
number of high speed TCP flows and the capacity of the links. High speed network
consists of small number of flows sharing a high capacity link. Most of the previous
works use the theory of large numbers (in terms of very large number of flows), and
is not valid in the case of high speed networks. Therefore, it is not clear if high-speed
TCP variants can still survive with inherent characteristics of de-synchronization
among flows with small buffer or what is the optimal size of buffers. To facilitate
the high link utilization, level of synchronization can eventually affect the required
buffer size that are needed for these protocols to survive high speed networks.
We define our problem to simulate the behavior of multiple high-speed TCPs for
different buffer sizes regime with the aid of synchronization/desynchronization of
packet losses. Our goal is to see if high speed TCP variants can survive especially
with small buffer size of bottleneck routers. To address this issue, we modify fluid
model to introduce different level of synchronizations among multiple high speed
TCP flows. With the help of this fluid model, we would perform a study on the
interplay of congestion control and different buffer sizes.
5.4 Related Work
The rule-of-thumb, first stated by V. Jacobson [53] and further studied in [48] is
challenged in [49]. They assume that there are N long lived flows which stochasti-
cally multiplex at router buffer requiring BDP/
√
N , where N is the long lived flows.
On the similar hypothesis [54] proposes the buffer size is 0.63XBDP/
√
N . Another
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work in [55], concludes that the minimum required buffer size of BDP 2/32N3 is
sufficient to provide near 100% link utilization. The assumption that the number of
flows in the network remains constant is further investigated in [56]. They conclude
that depending on the core-to-access speed ratio, the buffer size and the number
of flows are not independent from each other and therefore, these two quantities
should not be treated independently. And O(1) buffer sizes are good enough for
near 100% link utilization given the core-to-access ratio is large. [57] considers
packet loss rate as an important metric and attempt to bound the loss rate to
small value to achieve good link utilization with small buffers. Packet loss rate is
proportional to N 2 where N is the number of flows and hence shown to be an im-
portant parameter while designing router buffers [58]. Hence, router buffer sizing is
indeed a challenging problem as there are many factors to be considered. Some re-
searchers also tried to attempt the problem from a different prospective e.g. in [59]
input/output capacity ratio is considered to an important metrics as far as end
user is concerned. [60, 61] considers fairness issue of TCP when sizing buffers. All
these approaches consider typically internet like scenario while sizing router buffers
and there is a very few works that concentrate on high-speed optical network sce-
nario, which has fewer number of flows and a very high data transport rate. [62]
consider the effect of loss synchronization on buffer sizing in high-speed networks.
They consider high-speed TCP variants and show that there is a high correlation
between packet losses of different flows. Their study is based on simulation and
lacks the consideration of several other parameters that are very important for
long delay high-speed optical networks namely RTT variations, queuing policies,
burstiness of packets etc. [63] presents an analytical model focused on effect of
buffer size on HSTCP performance. Although the results shown in this work argue
that a smaller buffer can be sufficient to give near 100% link utilization, they also
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assume that there are long lived flows in the network. Their study is solely focused
on HSTCP and don’t apply to other high-speed variants. Also, in a typical high-
speed network, long lived flows are less likely if not rare. There are not much work
on high-speed network case. This work is focused to perform an analysis of cause
effect of different buffer sizes and congestion control mechanisms on high speed
network.
5.5 System Model
For reference, we re-write the originial fluid model as below:
• Fi = A set of ordered queues traversed by the ith flow in forward manner
• Ri = A set of ordered queues traversed by the ith flow in backward manner
(for the acknowledgment from destination)
• Wi(t) = Congestion Window for ith flow at time t
• Ri(t) = Round Trip Time for ith flow at time t
• Mi = Maximum Congestion Window limit for ith flow
• λi(t) = Loss Indication Rate for ith flow at time t
• ql(t) = Queue Size associated with lth link at time t
• Cl = Service Capacity/Bandwidth for lth link
• pl(t) = Packet Drop Probability at lth queue at time t
• Cl = Service Capacity/Bandwidth for lth link
• al = Propagation Delay associated with lth link
• qmaxl = Maximum queue size associated with lth link
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• nl = Denotes number of flows traversing lth link
• Ail(t)=Arrival Rate of ith flow at lth link at time t
Basic equations in the form of linear and ordinary differential equations governing
the flow level behavior of the high-speed network are summarized as below:
Window Size:
dWi(t)
dt
=
a(Wi(t) < Mi)
Ri(t)
−Wi(t)bλi(t) (5.2)
Queue Size:
ql(t)
dt
= −1(ql(t) > 0)Cl +
nl∑
i=1
Ail(t) (5.3)
(ql(t) > 0 and can have only positive value.
Round Trip Time:
Ri(t) =
∑
l∈FiURi
al +
ql(t)
Cl
(5.4)
Loss Indication Rate:
λi(t) =
∑
l∈Fi
Ail(t)pl(t) (5.5)
Packet Drop Probability( For Drop-tail queue):
pl(t) =


0, ql(t) < q
max
l
1, ql(t) > q
max
l
(5.6)
We have to make certain adjustments to accommodate the idea of de-synchronization.
The above model does not account for that and indeed gives the average behavior
of the flows in the network. First, we have to make sure a certain number of flows
are selected. Suppose, there are N number of flows in the network and out of those
N, m flows are recording packet losses. To select m we define a parameter X which
is defined as the ratio of synchronized flows (Flows recording packet losses) and
total number of flows is no less than X. Therefore, we make sure that atleast XN
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flows are recording the packet losses. X parameter ensures that there is a least level
of synchronization. It is observed that when congestion happens multiple numbers
of flows get dropped. Mean value theory predicts that at least 60% flows record
packet drops. Also, high speed TCP intent to show some level of drop synchroniza-
tion. Selection of X not only satisfies a least certain level of drop synchronization
but also it does not avoid any degree of synchronization higher than X. Hence, we
believe definition of X is reasonable for high-speed network case. We need better
model for loss synchronization parameter m. We do not claim that the definition
of X is suitable to the levels of statistical multiplexing for high speed TCPs and it
is defined as a reference point covering a wide range of synchronization behavior
of high speed TCP flows.
On each congestion event:
m is an integer and m is defined as below:
mε(XN, N) (5.7)
Hence, m can be any number between XN and N. We define ARsuml as sum of
the arrival rates of all flows at queue l, where l is bottleneck queue in our case.
ARsuml =
∑
l∈Fi
Ail(t) (5.8)
We define P l a policy through which these m flows get selected. In our study P l
is the set of m flows with highest sending rates. Since high speed TCP flows are
aggressive and higher burstiness is attributed to high congestion window values,
the assumption that only highest sending rate flows go through losses is reasonable
if not very accurate. Hence, all the flows kεP l satisfy following relationship:
∑
k∈P l
λk(t) = ARsuml − C (5.9)
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The above equation means that every loss is accounted and distributed among the
flows randomly (since burstiness is random and stochastic phenomena of TCP
flows). We finish with our modified fluid model equations to account for de-
synchronization characteristics among high speed TCP flows. In next section, we
present our simulation results.
5.6 Simulation Results
Since our work is related to the development of future high-speed networks, where
multiple high speed TCP flows compete with each other for network resources, we
consider multiple identical TCP connections sharing the bottleneck link. There are
total of 10 same high-speed TCP flows with round trip time of 120ms sharing a
10Gbps link. Network in general consists of several queues. However, the behavior
of TCP congestion control algorithm mainly concerned with the congestion on
the bottleneck links. This behavior of TCP mainly depends on the congestion on
the most congested links [49]. Hence, in this work we are mainly concerned with
a dumbbell topology and that includes persistent TCP flows sharing the same
bottleneck link with buffer size Q. The queuing discipline policy is unfair drop-
tail, which is governed by the equations presented in the previous section. Before
presenting our results, we establish the notion of three kinds of buffers namely
small, intermediate and large [64].
Small Buffer is defined as buffer with a dozen to a few dozen packets. In our
simulation we chose 30 packets for small buffer case.
Intermediate Buffer is defined as buffer of the order of BDP/
√
N . In our case it
is 600 packets.
Large Buffer is defined as buffer of the order of bandwidth-delay product. In our
case it is 1670 packets.
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Mean field theory of buffer sizes [65] suggests that at least 60% flows records
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FIGURE 5.5. Simulation topology with 10 nodes sharing a bottleneck
.
packet losses during a congestion event. Since mean field theory work is focused on
very large number of flows and only focused on TCP-Reno, we consider two cases
of X, X=0.3 and X=0.6 to introduce lower and higher level of synchronizations
among high speed connections. Since we are only concerned with congestion plays
on bottleneck link, time-out, slow start, fast retransmit mechanism are not taken
into account. We consider AIMD, STCP, HSTCP, CUBIC, and HTCP in this
simulation. We run the simulation for 400 seconds for each TCP. Figure 5.5 shows
our topology.
5.6.1 Small Buffer
AIMD is a classical TCP mechanism, where upon successful reception of packets
congestion window increases by 1 for every RTT and decreases by half on conges-
tion. In Figure 5.6, we show the behavior of congestion window size, queuing buffer
size and link utilization with time. As we can see, in the case of X=0.3, we are
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ensuring a lower level of synchronization, in spite of lower level of synchronization
we achieve close to 80% link utilization. In the case of X=0.3, we achieve 81%
link utilization and in the case of X=0.6, we achieve 80% link utilization. In this
study we did not try to avoid synchronization, rather we try to force a least degree
of synchronization and a random level of desynchronization, which is reported in
some previous high-speed network works on buffer sizes. In this case, small buffer
gives a good link utilization as is also reported in other studies [49] which is the
case of small buffer or no buffer. Apparently, small variations of synchronization
and de-synchronization have not much effect on the TCP throughput even in the
case of small buffers. However, small buffer size does impact the link utilization.
As we can see in the same figure, while some flows are losing packets, some flows
are still increasing the congestion window value and putting more packets in the
buffer. The packet in the buffer and the packets from other packets which don’t
record the packet loss contribute to decent link utilization. However, it is to be
noted that small buffer can only maintain the 100% link utilization for a very
short time and hence we observe a near saw-tooth behavior in link utilization.
STCP is a very aggressive protocol. In Figure 5.7, we see 10 flows working on a
single link competing for bottleneck bandwidth. We observe on an average 44%
link utilization in the case of X=0.3 and 42% in the case of X=0.6. The aggres-
siveness of STCP increases with the rise of congestion window value. Higher the
congestion window value, higher the rate through which it sends the packets on the
bottleneck link. This aggressiveness causes frequent congestion events and forces
some of the higher sending rate flows to record multiple losses and with both level
of ensured synchronization causes rapid fluctuation in link utilization. However,
we believe that low level of synchronization would benefit higher link utilization
especially in the case of small buffer.
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HSTCP has a response function which is linear in log scale. Similar to STCP,
HSTCP is very aggressive at high congestion window value as seen in Figure 5.8.
That high congestion window values cost it dearly giving the average link utiliza-
tion value of less than 50% for both the cases of X. It gives 43% for X=0.6 and
47% for X=0.3. It also causes frequent overflows of buffer and multiple losses. Af-
ter the congestion occurs, the window increase is slow initially (following TCP’s
sawtooth behavior); and as time passes, it gets steeper.
CUBIC was introduced as a TCP friendly protocol. It was built on the response
function of BIC TCP. Surprisingly, Figure 5.9 shows CUBIC performs better than
TCP in terms of link utilization but still causes multiple losses and frequent buffer
over flows. For X=0.3, we get 88% link utilization and for the case of x=0.6 we get
86% link utilization. CUBIC is very good in adjusting to network conditions and
not very aggressive while reaching the previous peak value of congestion value.
HTCP uses a quadratic function based on the last congestion events. For both
the cases we get 26% link utilization. Low link utilization for small buffer case at-
tributes to the aggressive behavior of those flows which don’t record packet losses
in a particular congestion event and keep increasing the congestion window values
quadratically. As seen in Figure 5.10, this causes frequent buffer overflows and un-
stable link utilization.
5.6.2 Intermediate Buffer
AIMD performs quite well in the case of intermediate buffer size. As shown in the
Figure 5.11, TCP gives 85% and 87% average link utilization for X=0.3 and X
=0.6 cases. This higher link utilization comes with the support of router buffer
size that is 600 packets in this case. We see a flat line in link utilization which
is 1 as long as buffer is not empty. However, slow increase in congestion window
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FIGURE 5.6. TCP Reno X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.7. STCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.8. HSTCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.9. CUBIC X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.10. HTCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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sizes for rest of the flows is not sufficient to keep the link utilization 100%. This
intermediate buffer case is the same as in [49]
STCP performs poorly even in the intermediate buffer case as shown in Figure 5.12.
We get 51% link utilization for X value of 0.3 and 46% for 0.6 case. We observe large
fluctuations and frequent buffer overflows. Again the frequent congestion events do
not give other flows enough opportunity to keep the link utilization high.
Figure 5.13 shows HSTCP performs the same way as STCP and gives lower link
utilization. We observe there are frequent congestion events causing frequent de-
crease in congestion window. Since, HSTCP behaves like a TCP flow below a
threshold congestion window value; aggressive losses cause a drastic decrease.
Figure 5.14 shows CUBIC performs better than TCP in terms of link utilization
but still causes multiple losses and frequent buffer over flows. For X=0.3, we get
90% link utilization and for the case of x=0.6 we get 89% link utilization. CU-
BIC is very good in adjusting to network conditions and not very aggressive while
reaching the previous peak value of congestion value.
Figure 5.15 shows frequent losses and low over all link utilization for HTCP. In-
termediate buffer does not help the aggressive behavior of HTCP in terms of link
utilization.
5.6.3 Large Buffer
Figure 5.16 shows behavior of AIMD algorithm for classic TCP protocol. As
we can see bigger buffer helps utilization of bottleneck link with the aid of de-
synchronization. For both synchronization levels we get 90% link utilization which
is very close what is proposed in [49]. Also, AIMD outperforms other protocols in
terms of link utilization stability and queue size fluctuations.
STCP performs poorly even for large buffers. In Figure 5.17, we observe frequent
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FIGURE 5.11. TCP Reno X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.12. STCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.13. HSTCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.14. CUBIC X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.15. HTCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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congestion events. Aggressive behavior of STCP costs it dearly. Surprisingly, we
observe the average link utilization decreased as compared to intermediate buffer
size case. We get 48% and 46% link utilization for X=0.3 and 0.6 values respec-
tively. We will comment on this behavior in the next section.
HSTCP does not show any improvement for large buffer case either. We observe
too many congestion events and unstable queue size behavior as shown in Fig-
ure 5.18. For both values of X, we get less than 50% link utilization.
CUBIC performs better in terms of average link utilization as shown in Figure 5.19.
We get 94% link utilization for both the cases of X. As we can see we do have
frequent losses but these losses are not very aggressive. However, too much fluctu-
ation in buffer size and link utilization may cause instability in the network.
Figure 5.20 shows behavior of HTCP for large buffer case. We observe that too
many aggressive losses cause HTCP perform poorly. Link utilization for X=0.6
and 0.3 cases are 24% and 32% respectively. Decreased enforced synchronization
provides an extra room for other flows to contribute to link utilization. However,
drastic decrease caused underutilization of bottleneck link.
In next section, we discuss our observations.
5.7 Discussion
Several high speed TCP variants failed. These high speed TCP variants are de-
signed to scale to high bandwidth. However, we observed that majority of these
TCP variants failed in utilizing the bottleneck link irrespective of synchronization
level. Perhaps they need very low level of synchronization so that even if one flows
record packet losses there are still sufficient number of flows to keep the link busy.
However, this can cause frequent packet losses and multiple losses would penalize
TCP drastically. We observe that CUBIC performs better than all the protocols
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FIGURE 5.16. TCP Reno X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.17. STCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.18. HSTCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.19. CUBIC X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.20. HTCP X=0.3 (Left) and X=0.6 (Right)
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FIGURE 5.21. Aggressive increase of congestion window values for different TCP
and TCP comes close to it if enough buffering is provided. We explain this behavior
by considering the Figure 5.21. In the figure, Y axis represent number of packets on
the link and X axis represent time axis. At time t, the TCP variants put enough
packets so that it hits the peak capacity. That is denoted by BDP +Ql, where
Ql is the queue size of the bottleneck buffer. Congestion occurs, if a flow exceeds
this capacity. Sender knows about packet losses after RTT time. Before t+RTT
time, sender does not know that the queue is full and already have put more pack-
ets than buffer can accommodate. We indicate the nature of congestion window
values for different TCP variants. While TCP Reno increase congestion window
value by 1, CUBIC has two direction of increase, either it will slow down or probe
for more bandwidth. Whereas STCP, HSTCP and HTCP show a very aggressive
increase. Till the time loss indication reaches to the sender. STCP, HTCP, and
HSTCP has increased the congestion window to W+α, where as CUBIC increase
to δ and TCP-Reno increases congestion window value by 1. Since, sender knows
about these packet losses at time t+RTT, there are already too many packets in
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the link. These too many packets cause drastic drop in congestion window values.
Since, high speed network is growing day by day and soon it will reach to 40Gbps
to 400Gbps, these protocols can indeed scale to high bandwidth but their aggres-
siveness causes a drastic decrease in their sending abilities. STCP’s aggressiveness
increases with increase congestion window values because of its multiplicative in-
crease. HSTCP enters the high speed region after a certain threshold and higher
congestion window can cause more number of losses. HTCP increase its conges-
tion window value as a quadratic function of time since last congestion. Since, high
bandwidth means high congestion window value and high congestion window value
is achieved after HTCP spends some time without losing packets. Aggressiveness of
HTCP increases with increase of congestion window value. Because of fix increase
rule of AIMD, it is not aggressive at high congestion window values and therefore
don’t record drastic packet losses. We observe α >> δ 1 1. Inherent design of
some of these TCP variants prevents them from achieving high link utilization.
Even if we have stastical multiplexing these TCP would not survive in high speed
environment. Our result indicates if these TCPs need to survive on current high-
speed networks, their increase (a) and decrease (b) parameters need to be modified.
One such modification is already in existence. [66] suggests a reverse engineering
approach to modify STCP congestion control algorithm. It prevents packet losses
from going to zero. It achieves high throughput at the expense of very high packet
losses of the order of 0.02, which is very high for high-speed network standards.
The presented work is focused on future high speed networks and presents a very
simple scenario for loss synchronization. Since, loss synchronization is normal phe-
nomena in high-speed network case; we observe that slight increase and decrease in
de-synchronization do not make much difference. We also point out that there are
several initiatives to design high-speed network to support the demand of future
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TABLE 5.1. Average Link Utilization on different Buffer Sizes
TCP-Variant Small Buffer Intermediate Buffer Large Buffer
TCP-Reno 0.81 0.86 0.9
STCP 0.43 0.49 0.47
HSTCP 0.45 0.48 0.49
CUBIC-TCP 0.87 0.9 0.94
H-TCP 0.26 0.26 0.27
applications, though to test those applications we don’t have expensive infrastruc-
ture. In that case, our model based approach can be a great help for the researchers
to analyze the relationship between TCP and buffer sizes.
5.8 Conclusion
In this work, our goal is to analyze the collective behavior of different TCP flows for
high speed network, where we have a few number of flows. We focus on a simple yet
critical setup to get a clear understanding of the underlying mechanisms behind
congestion control role playing on different buffer sizes. We present a modified
fluid model to show the effect of de-synchronization and unfair packet drops on
congestion control algorithms and bottleneck link utilization. Table 5.1 lists the
average link utilization for different TCP variants for small, intermediate and large
buffer sizes. We see STCP, HSTCP and HTCP performed very poorly in terms of
link utilization with varying synchronization level. Our hypothesis that these high
speed TCP variants can survive on high speed network with high link utilization
is proved to be wrong. Our work discloses the aggressive behavior of some of the
existing high speed TCPs and can be a guide to protocol developers. It is also
observed that buffer drop policy plays a very important role in link utilization.
Next generation network would be valued with low latency and high capacity
links. Smaller buffer would be preferred for future networks because of its overall
low queuing delay. However, to achieve that not only better congestion control
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algorithms are needed but also we need to make sure that these congestion control
algorithm is well assisted by bottleneck buffers to achieve high link utilization.
Although, we presented a simple work, explorations of more complicated scenario
can be expanded from this work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This dissertation makes important contributions by addressing the challenges on
future high speed networks. The proposed model based methods promotes princi-
pal understanding of the future heterogeneous networks and accelerates protocol
developments.
6.1 Contributions
A framework for model based simulation: A time-adaptive framework is developed
for the numerical solver for a system of differential equations to reduce the com-
putational cost. The proposed method adjusts the time step-size for the numerical
solver in order to reduce the computational cost while maintaining the accuracy of
simulation results. Comparisons between the time-adaptive method and the con-
stant time step method show that the proposed method significantly reduces the
computational cost while maintaining the level of accuracy compared to the con-
stant time step method.
Fluid model for high speed TCPs:
Fluid model equations for various high-speed TCP variants are presented. With
the help of these fluid model equations we present a flow level evaluation of var-
ious high speed TCP proposals. The behavior of high-speed TCP variants under
single flow case and its effect of queue size variations are presented. Convergence
under different environment is tested to see how quickly a protocol converges to
the stable state.
Analysis of interplay of bottleneck buffer size and high speed TCP:
A new perspective of congestion at bottleneck buffer, where different TCP flows
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interact is presented for high speed network. A fluid model is introduced to accom-
modate the new observations of synchronization and de-synchronization phenom-
ena of packet losses at bottleneck link and a microscopic analysis is presented on
different buffer sizes at drop-tail queuing scheme.
6.2 Future Work
Framework for simulation is based on loss characteristics and takes the loss param-
eter as input. This indeed introduces some inaccuracy. One can extend this work
by taking queue size variable as an inpupt parameter to adjust the step length
of simulation. This way not only accuracy will increase but also a considerable
reduction in execution time is preserved.
Although we presented a very limited and simple evaluation of these TCP variants,
the fluid model developed in this chapter would allow one to extend the evaluation
in a variety of network conditions. Arbitrary network topologies can be considered,
where each flow goes through a route made of several routers/links in series. It is
interesting to see the effect of buffer size, packet drop policies of routers under
high-speed environment. Pairing between different high speed TCPs to character-
ize the inter-protocol pairing effects in the networks
For buffer sizing, one can extend the work by proposing a better model for syn-
chronization parameter X. One can also extend the study by including different
scenarios in terms of number of flows, different queuing disciplines etc.
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